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More Amazing Super Bowl Prophecies 
 
On this program I want to continue taking a look at that amazing power 
blackout at this year's Super Bowl because this was a prophecy from 
Almighty God that the second half of the Seven Years of Tribulation, 
which we are about to enter, will be much different than the first half. It 
is also a prophecy about Barack Obama and that the second half of his 
term as President also will be much different than the first half. In both 
cases, things are going to get much, much worse and, I believe this 
power blackout was a reference to Barack Obama's dream which he 
described in his autobiography ‘Dreams From My Father’.  
 
As you may remember, in that dream, the Leopard, which was 
following after Obama, morphed into a giant, evil figure and of course 
the Leopard in Bible Prophecy refers to Barack Obama himself. And 
this transformation occurred when day turned into night and Obama 
heard a loud voice in the dream saying, ‘It is time’. That again refers to 
the second half of the Tribulation and also the second half of Obama's 
term in office. The length of time for the power blackout at the Super 
Bowl was also very significant because it lasted approximately 34-35 
minutes and that is a reference to Revelation where at the opening of 
the seventh seal ‘there was silence in heaven for half an hour’. Now 
that silence in heaven for half an hour also refers to the second half of 
the Tribulation, that is the Great Tribulation, which we are about to 
enter.  
 
And now, I want to look at another amazing prophecy from the Super 
Bowl and that was the Hyundai ad which showed a couple travelling in 
a Hyundai, of course, manoeuvring their way around nine hazards on 
the highway which symbolize nine woes of the End Times. And people 
often ask me, Do you really believe God would give us messages and 
warnings through events such as Super Bowls or Gangnam Style 
videos or automobile advertisements? And I always point them to the 
parable which Jesus told about the Tower at Siloam. I'm sure you 
remember where Jesus said, ‘Or those 18 who died at the Tower of 
Siloam. Do you think they were any more guilty than all the other 
men in Judea?’ Jesus said, ‘I tell you no, but unless you repent, 
you likewise will perish.’ That was also an End Times prophecy. 
Notice the number 18 who were killed. 18 is 6 plus 6 plus 6 and He is 
telling us in the End Times, unless we repent, we also will perish 
during this second half of the Tribulation Period.  
 



Now on our last program, we have already seen the couple who are 
manoeuvring their way around the road obstacles which symbolize the 
woes of the End Times. We have seen them get by the motorcycle 
rider who symbolized Barack Obama and we knew that because of his 
leopard print underwear. They successfully got by the Horsemen of the 
Apocalypse in that horse trailer. Next, they came upon a pickup truck 
which was piled ridiculously high and which symbolized the Whore of 
Babylon because it carried 28 items and was in the shape of a tree as 
also prophesied in Daniel, chapter number 4. And the last object we 
saw them go by was a newlywed couple and from that we derived they 
symbolized the pains of childbirth because we saw a bare foot in the 
window of the passenger car.  
 
And now we come up to the next ‘woe’ which the couple must go by 
and that is a truckload of chickens. They say ‘birds of a feather flock 
together’ and I believe this truckload of chickens represent the fearful 
in the End Times.  
 

 
 

They will take the mark of the beast because they are too chicken to 
do otherwise, and as John says in Revelation chapter 21, verse 8: 
‘The fearful in the end times will be cast into the lake of fire’. 
 
Now, only the longer version of this ad shows the chickens but it's 
interesting that next, the commercial zeros in on one, single solitary 
chicken. 
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I believe this single, solitary chicken is another symbol for Barack 
Obama as he is described in Jeremiah 50, verse 43, ‘The King of 
Babylon (Babylon in these End Times is the United States and its King 
would be Obama) has heard the report of them, (‘them’ refers to the 
invading Russian army) and his hands have grown feeble, (in other 
words, like a chicken) anguish has taken hold of him, (Obama will be 
very fearful) birth pangs as of a woman in labor.’  I believe Obama is 
going to be very shocked when his One World ‘puppet masters’ betray 
him.  
 
Now, as this Hyundai was travelling behind the truckload of chickens 
we see the woman, who represents Mary, looking aghast and that's 
probably because of the huge number of people who are going to take 
the mark of the beast.  
 

 
 

And we also see that she is wearing her third outfit and, as I have 
mentioned previously, this woman, who represents Mary, wears 5 
different outfits in this commercial and the reason is because those 5 
outfits represent the 5 decades of a Rosary.  
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Next, the Hyundai carrying its passenger, Mary must traverse by a 
nuclear waste truck(1) which is dumping its contents all over the 
highway and we see here the symbol for nuclear energy.  
 

 
 
I believe this leaking nuclear waste truck refers to environmental 
pollution and is a reference to Revelation 11, verse 18 where God 
destroys those who would destroy the earth: ‘And the nations were 
angry that your wrath is come,’ now God's wrath is poured out at the 
Battle of Armageddon, ‘and that you should give reward unto your 
servants, prophets, saints and them that fear your name…’ 
Incidentally, those are the four groups who will reign with Jesus during 
the millennium. The ‘servants’ refer to the converted Jews, the 
‘prophets’ are the Raptured Protestants, the ‘saints’ refer to the 
Protected Catholics and of course those who ‘fear God's name’ are the 
holy martyrs, ‘And that you should destroy them that destroy the 
earth.’ Now that is what this leaking nuclear waste truck refers to 
because God will destroy those who destroy the earth.  
 
As the Hyundai goes by the nuclear waste truck, we see Mary in a new 
outfit, in this case red. This is her fourth outfit  which probably signifies 
danger. We notice that she is holding onto the medal which she has 
around her neck and which I believe is a Miraculous Medal. She is also 
holding onto the shoulder of her husband and I believe in this case, the 
man driving the vehicle represents Jesus and it shows that Mary gets 
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her End Times power from her son, Jesus just as in the book of Esther. 
Mary is the intercessor between the stricken Jewish people and King 
Ahasuerus.  
 

 
 
This Hyundai commercial is turning out to be an amazing End Times 
prophecy very much like ‘Gangnam Style’. And I still have three more 
woes to talk about including the nuclear missiles so I will definitely get 
to that in my next program. And I still have to talk about Alicia Keys 
and her new song, ‘Obama's On Fire’ and that is also very significant 
and I hope to get that video posted before this weekend.  
 
 
 
 
1) Actually, a biohazard truck. 
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